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CLEMSON LOAN IS FINALLY ASSURED
Construction To Begin
Within Next Fortnight
Littlejohn Receives Word That
Loan Has Successfully
Crossed Last
'Hurdle'
WORK TO BE RUSHED

MURPHY ANNOUNCES
CHANGE IN C. D. A.
DANCE SCHEDULE
The following statement has
been issued by R. B. Murphy,
president of the Central Dance
Association:
"Despite
an unprecedented
number of girls to be cared for
and unpleasant weather during
the weekend, the recent dance
series was successful in every
way. The CDA would like to
take this opportunity to express
its appreciation to the campus
people and the students whose
cooperation made this possible."
Murphy also announced two
changes in the recently published dance schedule. Taps Ball
will take place April 10-11, and
Junior-Senior will be held on
the 1st and 2nd of May.

COL, WEST TO RETIRE
AFTER PRESENT T
NO SUCCESSOR NAMED
Has Served Four Years at Clemson; Recent 111 Health is
Cause of Relief From
Present Duty

HAS BEEN POPULAR
Col. R. John West, commandant
of Clemson for the past four years, |
today issued a statement to THE
TIGER announcing his retirement
at the end of the present school
term.
WEST IS POPULAR
Col. West stated that he has enjoyed his stay at Clemson and gave
no indication of his future plans.
Since taking up his duties here four
years ago the colonel has made a
host of friends in this section. He
has been one of the most popular
commandants ever to serve at Clemson.
TO TOUR FLORIDA
Due to recent ill health, Col. West
National Officer 'to Give Talk
left the college this morning for an
to Youne Engineers on Initiation Into
understood ii
■> reProfession
turn to his duties here within a
month.
PROMINENT if iGURE
No successor to the commandant

News reached here yesterday that
the $800,000 appropriation for the
college's new dormitory and agricultural building had finally cleared the numerous federal committees
and would be immediately forthcoming.
NO MORE DELAY
According to Mr. J. C. Littlejohn,
college business manager, actual
construction work should begin
within the next two weeks. "We
have passed the last possible snag,"
he said today.
"The government
has authorized the Federal Reserve
Bank in Richmond to buy our bond
issue of $220,000 for each building
and we have the bonds ready. We
can have them in the haada—of-tha.
authorities in Richmond in twentyfour hours. I can't see any possible
situation which could cause further
delay."
was named.
Johnson,
Georgia
Forward,
(Continued on page two)
Shines as Powerful Team
Crushes Bengals

OL'LLDOOS NIP TIGERS

RY A HEAVY 33 T013

Camp at McClellan
To Begin June 7th lastThenightBengal
from

Major R. C. Holliday of Citadel
Is Named Commandant of
ROTC Encampment

JUNIORS

TO

ATTEND

The office of the .Professor of
Miliary Science and Tactics has recently announced that the summer
training camp this year for approximately 185 R O T C students at
Clemson will be held at Port McClellan, Anniston, Ala., from June
7 to July 18.
CHEMICAL WARFARE CAMP
Several students, to be selected,
will be sent to the Chemical Warfare Camp at Edgewood Arsenal,
Md. This encampment starts June
9 and terminates July 20. According to the PMS&T these men will
(Continued from page two)

CLEMSON DEPUTATION
TEAM GIVES PROGRAM
AT WINTHROP COLLEGE
Last Sunday night the local YM
CA Deputation team accompanied
by J. Roy Cooper, Associate Secretary of the organization, motored
over to Winthrop College to give
a program in the College Chapel
before the Winthrop student body
in behalf of the Winthrop YWCA.
EIGHT MAKE TRIP
The men making the trip were
J. Roy Cooper, H. B. Malone, Tom
Bainbridge, and the Y quartet composed of Cooper, Medlin, Vaughan,
and Terrell. E. W. Sheppard accompanied the group as pianist, and
J. R. Martin gave several violin selections.

five returned late
Athens holding the
very short end of a 33 to 13 defeat
suffered at the hands of the university of Georgia Bulldogs. Johnson, Georgia forward was successful in piling up seven goals for a
total of fourteen points to take high
scoring honors for the evening. Pennington, Brown, and Spearman were
sadly off form and were bottled up
during the entirety of the contest.
Pennington scored five points for
the locals while T. I. Brown and
Pete Spearman garnered four and
one respectively. Evidently the Tigers left their complete bag of tricks
at home before starting forth

Presbyterian Pastor
To Lead Discussions

Under the sponsorship of the
Junior YMCA Council and the Presbyterian Young People Christian
Association, Rev. S. J. L. Crouch
will lead a series of discussions on
national and international contemporary problems in the Clemson
YMCA each Tuesday night at 6:45
from February 11 to April 14, inclusive.
VARIED SUBJECTS
The subjects of these discussions,
as stated by Rev. Crouch, are as
follows: February 11, "What Stand
j Shall I Take on War?"; February
I
(Continued on page seven>

Army Collects Its Pound Of Flesh
As Weary Cadets Tread Last Mile
By B. S. Jordan
Worse even than the pre-war
slave's fear of being "sold down
the river" is the cadets morbid
dread of the practice inarch to
the Seneca. We vote the Seneca the world's most versatile
river; the outward march is an
uphill pull all the way from the
small parade ground to the
bridge; as we execute squads
left about for the return march,
the Seneca seems to sink to
Bebe's batbspherical depths, in
the same instant, we wearily
raise our eyes only to discover
that the barracks have, in some
astounding manner, miraculously attained the inaccessable
heights of the Matterhorn.
The column wavers drunkenly in the wake of each passing
truck only to regain its allignnient at some officer's shouted

A.S.M.E. President

command.
We failed to take advantage
of our one chance at fame
when we failed to recognize
the significance in the passing
of the auto bearing such a profusion of Wrigley eye-catchers;
we forgot tlie Boy Scout axiom
and as a result are a dollar
poorer.
After being dismissed we
staler into barracks and struggle iip interminable flights of
stairs, sprawl onto a bed, and
await the inhuman schreecb of
"soupie". Down we go to even
worse disillusionment.
On the return march we are
in need of the superhuman
inspiration so aptly portrayed
by Ted Lewis in "Here Comes
the Band". Hint to the Major:
Turn out Dean's denunciated
drum majors.

WT, ASME PRESIDENT,
TO ViSiT HERE FRIDAY

According to an announcement
by Dean E«rle of the Engineering
School, William L. Batt, National
President of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, will visit
the Clemson allege Chapter of the
ASME Friday. February 14.
\,il,«i «IVE SPEECH
The subject of Mr. Batt's speech
will b6, "The Initiation of the
Young Engineer into His Profession". Plans are being made fur
a number Jl '.he other engineering
students tc hear him along with the
members of the ASME.
IS PURDUE GRADUATE
Graduating from Purdue University in Mechanical Engineering
in 1907, Mr. Batt became associated
with the engineering department
of his alro roater. From that time
he has held -^.rious positions in the
field of enginp°ri^g, culminating
in his present office of President of
the SKF Industries, Inc., manufacturers of anti-friction ball bearings,
etc.
HONORED BY SWEDEN
A member of Tau Beta Pi honorary engineering fraternity, Mr.
(Continued no rage two)
WAIM SCHEDULE FOR
CLEMSON IS GIVEN BY
AGRICULTURAL EDITOR
According to an announcement
received from Mr. A. B. Bryan,
Agricultural Editor for the college,
the following schedule of talks to
be delivered over the regular Clemson College hour on Station WAIM
is given:
Tomorrow morning Mr. L. D.
Huff of the Physics Department will
deliver a talk on "What is Sound?"
Saturday at the college hour Miss
Ruth Payne, Anderson County Home
Demonstration Agent will be the
principal speaker for the hour. Her
subject is not announced.

SolonsName
].£ Douthit
New Trustee
W. D. Barnett and F. E. Cope
Are Reelected lo Board at
Recent Session of Legislature

PROMINENT

GRADS

J. B. Douthit of Pendleton was
last week elected to the Clemson
College Board of Trustees to succeed George Speer of Anderson. W.
D. Barnett of Columbia and F. E.
Cope of Cope were reelected to the
board at the same meeting of the
legislature.
DOUTHIT PROMINENT
Mr. Douthit, whose home is only
a few miles from the college, is one
of the most prominent farmers in
the Piedmont section of the south.
He is a graduate of Clemson in
the Class of 1914 and is a brother
giueer who now resides in New York
City. Mr. Douthit is the originator
(Continued on page eight)

Steel Prize Won By
King, Clemson Cadet
Cadet Takes National Honors
in Gulf Company Contest;
Chapman and Sturgis
Local Winners
FIFTY

DOLLAR

PRIZE

Information was recently received at Clemson that W. A. King was
declared winner of first prize in the
recent essay contest sponsored by
tne Gulf States Steel Company o&
Birmingham, Ala., and open to alk
regularly enrolled agricultural students in the agricutural colleges inn
the southeast for his paper entitled
"Production Control of Farm Products, Including Livestock, by Government Agencies (Assuming Its
Validity)".
STURGIS, CHAPMAN WIN
In the contest here at Clemson
which closed several weeks ago King
won first place with D. C. Sturgis
(Continued on page two)

By Their Words
I sometimes think I'll stop teaching and start digging ditches.
—Pollard
Now, since women have equal
rights, when one slaps always slap
back.
—Taylor
I am a sour democrat, hut not
sour enough to be a republican.
—Rhyne
If you think that you are in here
to play a game with me, let me tell
you that I can heat you at it.
—Holmes
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Gigantic Pageant To Be Staged Here By U. D. C
HISTORICAL PLAY WILL
EMPLOY CAST OF 500
AT U, ^CONCLAVE
Riggs Field to Be Scene of Gigantic Depiction of Lives
of Local Figures
MRS. HOLMES CHAIRMAN
With over five hundred actors
participating, a gigantic pageant
depicting the lives and companionship of John C. Calhoun and Thomas G. Clemson and their relationship
to the founding of Clemson College
will be presented on the Clemson
campus May 5th and 6th, 1936.
BIGGS FIELD IS SCENE
Under the direction of Harrington-Russell, noted festival and pageant producers of Asheville, N. C,
and under the auspices of the John
C. Calhoun Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy, the
pageant will be presented on Riggs
Field at 8 o'clock on the nights of
May 5 and 6 of this year.
RICH mSTOBICAIi SETTING
The historical setting for this
pageant is rich in interesting material and Confederate history. Thomas G. Clemson, founder of Clemson
College, noted scholar and scientist, was a Confederate soldier, and
it was he who gave "Fort Hill' as
a shrine honoring his best friend,
John C. Calhoun; his wife, Anna
Calhoun Clemson; and his son, also
a Confederate soldier,
Calhoun
Clemson.
Harrington-Russell, the supervisers of the festival, have pledged
themselves to do their utmost to
make
event aworic
SSS£ 7.for.
~- - the,
_.IQ at
., u

3ln jBemotnam
In the recent unfortunate and
untimely death of Cadet A. D.
Mustard, the Corps of Cadets is
possessed of a feeling of personal bereavement and loss.
Mustard, a freshman Mechanical Engineer, attended the Citadel before entering Clemson.
He is survived by his mother,
Mrs. D. N. Mustard of Saint
George, and three sisters.
News of his death, a result of
pneumonia, came as a shock to
Mustard's friends on the campus and in the state.

Camp at McClellan .
MID-WINTERS DRAW THRONGS
DESPITE INCLEMENT WEATHER To Begin June 7th
Suave

Rhythms

of

Johnny WORK ON BUILDINGS

Hamp Fill Big Field-House
While Blizzard Rages
THREE

DANCES

Combining the presentation o£
Johnny Hamp's sophisticated rhythm and an ultra modern decorative scheme, the Central Dance Association again succeeded in making
the annual Mid-Winter dances one
of the college's most brilliant social
events. The gala series was attended by an unprecedented number of
dance devotees from all parts of
BATT, ASME PRESIDENT,
the
south. All acclaimed the dances
TO VISIT HERE FRIDAY
as truly enjoyable affairs.
(Continued from page one)
Batt is also a director of the Air
Pre-heater Corp. and the Hudson
Insurance Company, and in 1933
was given the Royal Order of North
Star by King Gustav V of Sweden
for his interest and activity in promoting commercial relations between the United States and Sweden.
.
i

HAMP'S BAND FAMOUS
Johnny Hamp's band, known among the smarter dance circles as
one of the nation's better dance orchestras, proved to be a musical aggregation of unusual versatality. Under the suave leadership of their
genial maestro, the band rendered
"swing" tunes, waltzes, and smooth
fox-trots in the same faultless style.
This was Johnny Hamp's second appearance at Clemson and the personable leader added greatly to his
popularity among the cadet corps.

BEGINS

IMMEDIATELY,

.Continued from page one)
WorK on the new dortimory will
be rushed, Mr. Littlejohn said, in
order to assure completion in time
for occupancy at the beginning of
the next school term. He declined
to estimate the time needed for
the completion of the Ag Hall.
A little over half of the money
for the erection of the two structures is to be obtained by the issuance of bonds.
The action of
the PWA has assured the immediate
payment of that sum. The remainder of the money is a direct grant
from the government and will be
provided as the construction of the'buildings progresses.
Mr. Litlejohn stressed the importance of the aid given Clemson's
project by Senator James F. Byrnes

(Continued from page o»e)
be selected later in the year.
Major R. C. Holliday, now on
duty at The Citadel as instructor of
Military Science and Tactics, will be
camp commander.
Approximately
twenty^five regular army officers
and fifteen non-commissioned officers on ROTC duty will aid in the
training program.
CLEJISON SENDS THREE
Majors Gammon and Dumas and
Staff Sergeant Gilbert E. Naramor
of the regular army commissioned
personnel on duty here will be detailed to McClellan to aid in the
instruction of more than 750 advanced ROTC students from the
fourth corps area.
REPORT JUNE 7
Instructions from the corps area
commander call for students to report to Camp June 7. Travel milage compensation will be paid immediately upon arrival at camp and
again the last day of camp for the
return trip.
No restrictions are
being placed on the methods to be
employed in traveling to and from
camp.
j£|

numerous tours and broadcasts,
was the most popular feature in the
band's presentation of modern dance
rhythm.
Lead by Ann Graham,
the bevy of Toealists presented a
TO VISIT GREENVILLE
delightful program of novelty and
Mr. Batt will visit the Greenville
popular numbers. Miss Graham, a
All the passions are nothing else
truly talented songstress, was for- than different degrees of heat and
Section of the ASME at a dinner
VOCALISTS POPULAR
meeting on Friday night, February
Hamp's famous vocalists, known merly featured with Benny Good- cold of the blood.—La Rochefou14 at 7 P. M.
cauld.
to the nation by the orchestra's man's orchestra and Rudy Vallee.

montes poring over the historical
detail which has been given them
by Mrs. A. G. Holmes, Chairman
of the Calhoun Mansion Committee
of the Calhoun U. D. C. Chapter.
MANY IN CAST
Several hundred players are scheduled to take part in this important event, and a large audience is
expected from all sections of South
Carolina and various sections of the
South. It is probable that many
cadets will be asked to take part in
the pageant, and much cooperation
has been assured the Pageant Committee by the campus folk.
All persons interested in the pageant, who have information about
Clemson or Calhoun which they can
offer, are asked to get in touch with
Mrs. A. G. Holmes on the campus.

Steel Prize Won By
King, Clemson Cadefc
(Continued from page one>
winning second and M. C. Chapman
third.
The papers were judged
by members of the local agricultural college staff consisting of Dr. H.
P. Cooper, head of the agronomy
department and Prof. J.P. LaMaster, head of the Dairy Department.
The first prize winning papers of
the several colleges participating in
the contest were judged by three
members of the journalistic staff
of the Progressive Farmer-Southern
Ruralist. King won first place in
this contest and was awarded a
cash prize of fifty dollars.
Kenneth Bachman of the Oklahoma A.&M. College won second
prize and Ben L. Sittings of the
University of Florida won third in
the grand prize contest.
These
three -winning papers will be published in the Progressive FarmeriSouthern Ruralist in the near future.

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO-"IT'S TOASTED"
C.ooyright 1838, The American Tobacco Company
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Lewis Writes On

Southern Conference's Graham Plan

TIGER SPORTS SCRIBE Savannah Hi Squad
INTERPRETS 'BUGABOO' Downs Tiger Cubs
Lose Fast Hardwood Tilt
OF NEXT GRID SEASON Frosh
To Invaders 23-12 In Tough
Neely Refuses to Comment on
Possibility of Clemson Withdrawing From Conference
LITTLE JOHN QUOTED
"When approached for a statement concernng the newly adopted Graham Plan for the
Southern Conference member
institutions, Mr. J. O. Littlei John, who along with Coach
Jess Neely represented Clemson College at the meeting of
delegates in Richmond, Virginia
on Friday and Saturday, February 7 and 8, made the statement that "since the new plan
does not go into effect until
September there will bo no
statement issued at present concerning the withdrawal of Clemson from the Conference, nor
can there be anything proposed
until the AtlUetic Council meets
some time in the near future
and has a chance to discuss the
entire situation." Coach Neely
asserted that so far as he was
concerned his Tiger teams were
still affiliated with the Southern
Conference and would so continue until the aforementioned
" Clemson Athletic Council decided upon a definite move and
instructed him.

THREB

Engagement
A fast, smooth working hardwood
quintet from Savannah High School
downed the Cubs 23 to 12 Thursday
night in a game here characterized
by the ragged playing of the Clemson team.
BAILEY SHINES
Brilliant floor work by Craig Palmer contributed much to the success of the visitors while Bailey of
Clemson was the outstanding star
of the freshmen.
The game was played as a preliminary to the Clemson-Florida boxing
matches and drew a large crowd
despite inclement weather.

beard, school, or even by some of
the alumni associations, do perform
some type of legitimate work. We
have heard of "many different amusing cases over the country where
brawny football players draw regular salaries for such absurd occupations as watching the grass on
the campus, watering the president's
dog, or winding the tower clock,
but the Clemson huskies serve time
in the canteen, work on the baseball diamond and on the football
field, paint stands and bleachers,
and some work as waiters in the
college mess hall.
They are very
few, if any at all, who receive outright payment or support, even
from members of the alumni. ClemBy W. K. Lewis
son is not a rich man's school; on
There has been much said in the the contrary it is probably the most
last week and a half about this economical in this section and for
situation which is and should be the that reason the majority of stuconcern of everyone connected with dents come from homes of moderAnd too, the
and interested in the local institu- ate circumstances.
tion.
We know, here at Clemson. alumni association is not nearly so
that should our athletic teams have well fixed financially as graduate
to be governed by the Graham Plan organizations of other colleges, and
there would be no hope at all in for that reason there are few athcontinuing our relations with schools letes who are backed by these chapsuch as Alabama, Kentucky, Georgia ters.
To show you just how far these
Tech, and the U. iS. Military Academy (with whom we have a sched- rulings of the Graham Plan would
uled game in 1937); not that we go toward controlling this athletic
have an abundance of money with aid, the following are general ideas
which to stuff the pockets of the and direct statements of portions of
athletes as it may seem, but the the agreement:
"It is the purpose of this Conferlittle aid that is offered them at
present would be prohibited and ence in seeking to carry out the
there would be many who would be I Ideals of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association to make more
forced to drop out of school.
explicit and effective its present
CLEMSON'S AID
It is a known fact that the ath- prohibition of scholarships, loans,
letes who have their tuition, or por- jobs and any other material contions of it, paid by the athletic sideration for athletes as athletes."

W1RIGLEY REPRESENTATIVES
GIVE AWAY MORE DOLLARS
Wrigley, Inc., struck again
Monday, this time with the combined forces of pulchritude and
cash.
Two personable young
ladies invaded the sanctity of
the mess-hall and caused a
young riot. Results:
Major Abbott lowered his previous house record by selling
completely out of chewing gum
in fifteen minutes.
Innumerable demerits were
collected by money-mad cadets
rushing out to the jew-shop in
the midst of dinner.
F. V. Tribble, national champion, didn't even get one dollar.
Chewing gum sales have remained up all week on the
promise of the young ladies to
come again.
It shall be required that each
school list all employment awards
(this is for every student whether
an athlete or not) when made, with
the names, amounts of scholarships
and loans, and rate of pay of jobs,
and a copy shall be submitted in
writing to the president of the Southern Conference and a copy to the
chairman of the faculty committee
on athletics of every member institution.
These jobs shall not be
given by department heads or secured by anyone connected with the
athletic board or coaching staff,
but shall be given by a special faculty committee after each student's
financial status has been gone over.
We can see what a great deal of
trouble this will cause and what a
great nuisance this will be.
Also
we do not possibly see what right.
the Southern Conference has to
delve into the personal affairs of
every Tom, Dick, Harry, and Mary
Jane on each of the campii in the
Conference territory.
HANDS'. OFF POLICY
Furthermore the plan makes it

Sherrill Addresses AG DEAN VISITS
Easley Civic Group HERE RECENTLY
County Government in South Barre Confers With Acting
Carolina is Topic of Speech
Dean McGinty on Research
To Women's League
Problems
Dr. George Sherrill, Professor of
Polities' Science and Economic History, ws:«. c'-.-d principal speaker at
a recent meeting of the Women's
Civic League in Easley.
Dr. Sherrill spoke on "County Government
in South Carolina."
ECONOMIC REMEDY
In the address by Dr. Sherrill,
a plan for a well-organized county
government was emphasized from
the standpoint of consolidation of
the counties thus transferring county activities to the state and placing
at the head of the consolidated
counties competent leaders.

Dean W. H. Barre, of the School
of Agriculture, now on leave as
Chief of the Bureau of Plant Industry and Chief Pathologist for the
Cotton Section of the United States
Department of Agriculture in Washington, was here last weekend to
confer with Acting Dean R. A. McGinty of the Agricultural School and
Experiment Station Officials on research problems being carried on
in this state.

ATHLETIC COUNCIL

The Clemson Athletic Council is
composed of Dr. Lee W. Milford,
plain th;.„ th€,e shall be no dickerchairman, tVofcssors S. .R. Rhodes,
ing with the families or promising
J. H. Mitchell, Director D. W. Wathigh school or junior college gradkins, Dean *f. W. Barre (no longer
uates in order that the head of the
located at C'cmson), G. E. Metz,
house may send his son to a certain
registrar, J. C. Littlejohn, business
school on money which has been
i manager, Coach Jess Neely, and G.
given him by the coaches or alumni.
T. McGregor and Mr. Randall (deThis is the decided catch in our
ceased) of the alumni.
It is the
opiuion. How will it be possible for
purpose of this Council to regulate
the Conference to check up on all
the
athletic
teams
and to conmen whoso parents are sending
trol the actions of the coaching staff
them to school to determine whethThey believe in -a faculty control
er or not the money used has come
or partial faculty control of athletic
from an outside source or not?
It
matters, the handling" of funds by
will certainly take almost an armed
the college, the rightful and fair
force of officers of some type to
assistance to athletes in a remunbe continually checking on matters
erative form, and they are opposed
of this kind.
The only thing the
to schools who do not live up to the
coaching staff may do is to call on
regular rulings of the Conference—
prospects and merely mention the
or in other words, outlaws.
fact that they are employed by such
(Editor's Note:—This story is not intended as
and such an institution to train an expression of the sentiment of the student
young men to battle against one body at Clemson, but is simply ai; attempt at
another on the greensward, and sim- clarifying the Graham Plan. The opinions expressed herein are those of the writer, who as
ply state that that particular school former sports editor of THE TIGER, has closely
is a very nice one indeed. Farce? followed Southern Conference athletics.)
Of course.
What weight would a
Patronize Tiger Advertiseri
call of that kind bear?

Campus ^\ews
in Buenos Aires. The plays were carried by the
shortwave stations W2XAF and LSX, of
North and South America, respectively.

CRASH!
TT's a thunderstorm sweeping over Pittsfield,
Massachusetts. But G-E engineers, instead
of hiding under the bed, go up on the roof to
be nearer the lightning. On one of the buildings
of the Pittsfield Works they have built and
equipped a lightning observatory. By means of
an ingenious periscope and a high-speed,
motor-driven camera, any lightning flash
occurring within many miles—north, south,
east, or west—can be automatically photographed. Its characteristics, as recorded on
the film, can then he compared with those
of the artificial flashes produced by the
10,000,000-volt lightning generator in the
laboratory.
An observatory has to have a hole in the roof.
To keep the rain from falling on the 12 lenses
of the camera—and from running down the
engineers' necks—compressed air is blown
upward through the aperture. When next the
thunder rolls over the Berkshires, and timid
citizens are cowering under the bedclothes,
these C-E engineers will he up on the roof
taking notes on Jove's own brand of lightning.
GAME BID
TROUBLED! Redoubled! North led, but
**^ the dummy was 6000 miles away. Psychic
bids flew thick and fast when a North American
contract-bridge team, including Mr. and Mrs.
Ely Culbertson, played.a "bridgecasl" tournament with a high-ranking team from Argentina. The North Americans were seated on
the stage of Rice Hall in the General Electric
Company, at Schenectady, N. Y., while the
Argentine team played at the Casabal Club

W2XAF, in Schenectady, used a feed-back
circuit so that short-wave listeners all over the
world, tuned to the one station, could follow
the playing with as great ease as the 500
kibitzers who jammed Rice Hall. This was the
first international bridge broadcast in which
the principals were all recognized experts.
The North American team, captained by
Culbertson, won by a margin of 1030 points.

BEDROOM PRIVACY
Tl/TANY a man has shinned up a lamppost
to daub paint on a street lamp that shone
in his bedroom window. Many another light
sleeper, of lesser climbing prowess, has tried
throwing shoes and hair brushes at the offending light. Now there is hope that this war will
soon be over.
Adequate street lighting is, of course, a necessity. G-E illumination engineers have perfected
a new fixture that directs the light where it is
needed—on the street—and keeps it from
trespassing on the pillow. A concealed light
source and a reflector designed along new
optical lines have removed street lamps from
the list of public enemies of sleep.
Motorists, too, will welcome these new luminaires. Because the reflector extends below the
incandescent source, the driver's eyes are
protected from direct glare—he can see the
road better.
96-227FBI

£ P. borjllard Co.. Inc.
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—that since last Friday Oscar has
changed his mind about all roads
leading to Rome—they lead to Pendleton these days.

REPORTORIAL

-OSCAH SATS-

J. C. Wilkinson, News Editor
W. R. Cheyes, Sports Editor
B. S. Jordan, Feature Editor
B. N. Skardon, Exchange Editor
Staff Reporters: To Be Announced

—that Hog, Duke, Duck and Here
seemed to practically monopolize the
little gal from Texas and that Prof.
Smith has his regrets.
-OSCAB BATS-

CARTOONIST
V. M. Shell

BUSINESS
C. 0. Browning, Associate Bus. Mgr., T. J. Wilkes, Assistant Bus. Mgr.
CIRCULATION
To Be Announced

EDITORIAL
TO THE RETIRING STAFF
j]E are following one of the most ancient and time-honored traditions of collegiate journalism when we devote the first editorial published by the new staff
to praise for the retiring editors. In our particular
case, however, it amounts to a great deal more than a gesture.
In his farewell editorial, Joe Kinard said, "(We)
have
managed to keep the paper going and to maintain as well as
improve on its standards." That they have certainly done, but
many of their accomplishments are not so apparent.
Materially, the paper has prospered under Kinard's guidance. For the first time in its history The Tiger has! adequate
office space and equipment purchased and maintained out of
its regular income. Actual publishing costs have been reduced without lowering the typographical standards set by preceding editors. There have been large and profitable gains in
both advertising and circulation.
The retiring staff rendered perhaps its greatest service,
however, in gaining recognition of the college newspaper as a
vital force in college life. In the past year there has been a
higher degree of cooperation between the college officials and
the representatives of the paper than ever before. In seeking
a criterion of student opinion the authorities turn to the student paper; The! Tiger has truly become the voice of the corps'
of cadets. There can be no higher tribute than that paid recently by President Sikes when he said, "The Tiger needs no cen-i
sor. I have the utmost confidence in the students who publish it.
Newspapers, to some degree, take on the character of the
men who edit them. Changes in personnel naturally Ibring
about changes in style and technique. We do intend, however,
to maintain essentially the same editorial policies as our precedecessors. We shall attempt to give complete coverage and
interpretation of news of local interest. The features which
have contributed much to the success of the newspaper will be
maintained. The Tiger shall continue to roar for Clemson.
CONDUCT
The corps of cadets seems to have a broad streak of that
stubborness characteristic to the Missouri mule. While it can
be led to do almost anything at practically any time, it inva-i
riably presents a solid and forbidding front to anyone attempting to drive it.
The conduct of the students at the local dances has offered no real grounds for the adoption of stern measures, and
the attempt to enforce such restrictions has always met with
failure. There have been instances, however, when the general behavior was far from impeccable. With those instances
in mind, the Senior Council and the Central Dance Asssociation
last week appealed to the corps for a little more v-'-oi-.t.
The response was more than gratifying. Few peonlri ^"»r<> able
to find fault with the conduct of the men attending the recent
dances.

that Archie Watson's
trips behind the orchestra
really.believe it or not,
with his duties as a CDA

frequent
pit were
in line
member.

OSCAH ■ATS——

that Tate "Jabber" Horton wore
an inch off his schnozzle trying to
trail that lovely brunette Tarheelian
around, proving that he just looks
like a blood hound.
OSCAH SATS

that Nem Harris, as guardian of
the gates on M Company, exacted
toll from every girl who came in
late after the dance and that it
would be just Oscar's luck to get
that job sometime when he has a
fever-blister.
OSCAR BATS

that Oscar will lay odds that Red
Burton doesn't tell Sarah the truth
about that wreck of his.
OSCAR SATS

that Oliver Payne's Sue showed
remarkable talent when sha assisted. Joe Sloan's boys in jerking soda
at the after-dance rush.
-OSCAR SATS-

that the senior council's recent
sobriety drive had its effect all right
OSCAR SATS

—nobody questioned old grad Wade
Perry's condition at the dances.
-OSCAR SATS-

that Oscar apologizes to Madeline
for the complete failure of that engine-house party.
-OSCAR SATS-

that, since beer facts will out,
Mac Nathans was seen bumming
from Seneca with one of those Charleston femmes hanging raptly on his
good right arm.

NEOPHYTE
One of the finest things about this
new job we have fallen heir to is
that there is always mail. Zilch, our
freshman, never returns from the
post-office empty-handed any more.
Reams of letters arrive, and we feel
quite executive as we tear them
open and toss them in the wastebasket. We can't figure out a lot
of them. For instance, we don't exactly see why the Federal Reserve
Bank in Richmond sends us a stockholders report at intervals. And
we're a little baffled too by the
press releases we get from the Tennessee Valley Authority and the
American Petroleum Institute. Then,
there are always complaints. People are always wanting to know
what happened to their Tiger last
week. They are especially active
on those many weeks we fail to
publish the paper. It would seem
that most people, as soon as they
invest a dollar in a subscription,
immediately decide that it was all
an error and that the people who
got the money probably absconded
to South America with it and are
living a life of ease. They pace
the floor waiting for the paper to
fail to arrive one week so they can
write a very nasty letter to the
editor telling him he is a lousy
crook. Which may not be so fai
wrong, at that. The tops in all of
OUT recent
correspondence, however, was an epistle from the National Economy League asking this
loyal old democrat to join an organized attack on Franklin Roosevelt.
We wrote back saying, by
gad, sir, we are not the type to
ingrate who bites the hand that
feeds him eight hundred thousand
dollars worth of buildings.
TALK OF THE TOffS

CRAZF
We navp, always been a little
amazed at the rapidity of the spread
of stock expressions in the corps.
Such things as "Good night, please"
start one minute and beat you in
the face on all sides the next. We
always thought though, that they
rarely got outside of the student
body. We know better now. Striding across the campus the other
afternoon at our usual brisk gait
we were scraped off the side walk

OSCAR SATS

that Stage Door Sydney Little's
top-hat and tails must have been the
reason for his success in capturing
torch-singer Anne Grey right from
under the noses of fifteen hundred
panting cadets.
-OSCAR SATS-

__that Joe Humphries Cummings
tops them all with his own story of
wandering one thousand miles after
the Friday night dance.
-OSCAR SATS-

by a four year old who swept by
on his tricycle giving vent to a neat
falsetto imitation
of our Mr.
Brown's "Oooooooo pig, pig, pig."
APOLOGY
We ask your forgiveness for this
issue. After all, you know, we are
strangers here. You have probably
already complained that the Tiger
this week looks more like a circular than a newspaper, and you're
right. The business staff decided
to show us that the depression is
over and practically crowded u»
out of our own newspaper with advertisements. If this sort of thing
keeps up we'll be forced to ten
pages and an early grave.
Ten
pages wouldn't be bad if any of you
good people ever bit dogs or shot
each other or did anything else to
make news. But you don't. You
just sit around and hawk because
we run stories about judging contests. Which reminds us that the
Ag School, feeling the approach of
Spring despite the blizzards, has
erected a nice new stand to he used
ror judging cattle. Our Mr. Lanham is licking his chops. You may
expect the worst.
TALK OF TirE TOWN-—

WET WIT
The wise-crack is not dead. Among other things this week of our
ascendancy brought were a number
of letters of congratulations and
a few of condolence. One in particular we were fond of. An exeditor, who happens to be a brother
of ours, sent his congratulations
and enclosed a dollar with the admonishment that we use it to buy
a towel for drying ourselves behind
the ears.
TALK OF THE TOWJT

FRIGID WIT
Another remark we like was uttered in the wea small hours of
Sunday morning. A number of upstanding citizens had gathered in
front of the engine house after the
dance and were in earnest argument. They wanted to be wicked,
sin was desired by all, but they
couldn't figure the exact type of
misdemeanor to commit. After some
minutes of debate, an unhappy gentleman shook the snow out of his
shoes and shouted, "Well, let's do
something even if it's right."

''tifeiSsc^
^'
Debriddli Devakul, LSU student
from Siam, is studying American
methods of rice-production.
Devakul says that rice is still grown
by primitive methods in his country
via the water buffalo and wooden
plow. When he graduates he expects to work «s a soil scientist in
the Siamese government research.

that since Drag Yarborough's recent, and final, graduation, Oscar
notes a gleam of hope once more in
A Harvard zoologist risked his
the eyes of the undergraduates.
life in his burning home the
-OSCAR 6ATSother day to retrieve a set of corthat B. O. Evans was trying so rected exam papers. Such is life.
hard to forget and Olson was trying too hard to step in his shoes
SPINACH EATERS
at the dances—which explains a
The influence' of Popeye, the getlot of things.
strong-quick-spinach eater, is being
-OSCAR SATSfelt by the school cafeteria at N. C.
that just in case Coach Jess wonState College, where spinach disders where the holes in his beloved
appears more rapidly from the table
hardwood came from Oscar suggests
than any other vegetable.
that he inspect Bill Lippincott's
dancing pumps.
-OSCAR 8AT8The Ohio State Lantern reports
—that if the Graham plan goes the following ad which appeared in
through our state university will a Paso Rabies paper.
"Lost—A
probably have to change its name lead pencil, by Marjorie Weats, a
to Carolina Women's College.
blonde, five feet five, 120 pounds,

blue eyes, good dancer, callBOYS MEET GIRLS
In what will probably go down in
history as the most freakish game
oi basketball game ever played, a
team of Texas Christian University
men, wearing boxing gloves as its
handicap, defeated a T.C.U. girls'
team recently. The girls' rules were
followed which included no fouling,
no fighting, no hugging in the
clinches. The boys' team received
only one free throw when the referee declared one of the gloved men
had been roughed.
He was not
seriously injured.
A columnist recently suggested
that the Rice Owls and the Temple
Owls ,play it out for the Hootball
Championship.
According to the Purdue paper in
Eskimo language, "I love you" is
"Unifaernalrerenaefingunagiouregaifoes". This seems to be a logical
explanation for the long duration
of Arctic nights.
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Democracy has not failed; the
Intelligence of the race has failed
before the problems the race has
raised.—President Robert M. Hutchins of the University of Chicago.
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i The refusal of good men to fight
| in a righteous cause would lead
, straight to the domination of vioI lent and unscupulous governments,
—G. F. Bridge.

BEN LANHAM NAMED Cornell Grad to Be °'EMS0N AQUABATS
T HANDBOOK ED1T0B Associate Professor LOSE TOJVOLFPACR

USE

Work to Begin Immediately on
1936-37 Edition of YMCA
Publication

MXIHraKIKI^I^MMKI^IKMMttMllttlKI^^

According to an announcement
recently made by P. B. Holtzendorff,
General Secretary of the local YM
\^PORTLAND CEMENT\j
GA, Ben T. Lanham of F/dgefield
bias been appointed Editor-in-Chief
Manufactured COWAN, TENNESSEE
of The Student's Handbook, a publication issued annually by the YM
In all concrete construction
CA
at Clemson College, for the
meets standard specifications
iigKi«ii<i)a>ti«ixii>ti>d«iaixixixixmwg 193 6-37 edition.
PUBLICATION COMMITTEE
The committee named to assist
the editor in putting out the publication consists of W. M. Simpson,
| W. K. Lewis, H. T. Malone, D. E.
g Terrell, J. J. Moorhead, and J. C.
Wilkinson. All of these men are
active in the work of the local YM
CA organization.

fUMBERLANn

Compliments of

CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY
lyiHiHiyiyiuiHilOMiaifflaaMCTgBggfflgaMHDanM

Richard C. Ringrose of New
State Finishes First, Tigers SecYork Named Assistant to
ond, Furman Third in
Professor Morgan
Season's Opener
Richard C. Ringrose, a graduate
of the University of New York and
now a student at Cornell University
has recently accepted the position
of Assistant Poultry Husbandryman
at Clemson and will begin work
here the fifteenth of April.
WORKING ON Ph.D.
Mr. Ringrose is a native of New
York and received his B.S. and M.A.
degrees from New York and is
now working on his Ph.D. at Cornell in the field to which he is to
apply himself at Clemson. He will
receive his Ph.D. degree in June.

Scoring a total of 35 points, the
Clemson aquatic team finished a
close second behind the North Carolina State swimmers in a three-way
pool meet held here last Friday afternoon between State, Furman, and
Clemson. State accumulated a score
of 43 points to carry off first honors, while Furman trailed with 26.
Bengal swimmers finished first in.
three of the nine events, State capturing first place in the remainder.
Unfortunately, the Tiger 300-yard
relay team crossed the finish line
ahead, only to be disqualified for
an infraction of the rules. Durban,
with victories in the 100-yard and
to Freshmen, Y. M. C. A., Athletics,
200-yard dashes, led the Bengal
and Organizations and Clubs. Work scoring.
is to begin on the book at an early
WORK BEGINS IMMEDIATELY
The 1936-37 Handbook will be date and it is expected to be in the
divided into five sections consisting hands of the printers by the first
Ideals do not make idols.—OUT.
of General Information, Information of June.
illier.

O 1«H. K. J. Remold. Tab. Co.

CAMELS MONEY-BACK OFFER STILL OPEN TO

COLLEGE SMOKERS!
Read Our Invitation to You
«st of the cigarettes in icTusTan'™ t*

m*&.
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(*Z*J> E.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
WINSTON-SALEM. NORTH CAROLINA

... We who make Camels
and know Camel's quality
are confident you'll like
them! Camels are made

from COSTLIER
TOBACCOS!

YOU'LL
LIKE THEM
TOO!
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LOCAL PWA PROJECT
CAMPUS ROADS NOW Haskell Promoted
Milford
Appeals
For
Student
In Oil Company
BEING RECONSTRUCTED
Cooperation In Anti-Flu Drive ON TEXTILE BUILDING
NEARINGCOMPLETION

Highway Department to Begin
Extensive Surface Treating Work Soon

Clemson Grad of '11 Gets Directorship

of

Wesson Oil

and Snowdrift Company
LOCATED IN SAVANNAH

NEEDED IMPROVEMENT
The road work now being done
at Clemson will cover those roads
Ifrom the main highway in front
(of the Administration building past
the Chemistry Building, across the
front of Riggs Hall, down by the
Shop, from where it will go through
the residential section and past the
telephone exchange, and back up in
front of the Third Barracks.
COMPLETED IN APRIL
The South Carolina Highway Department is doing the work. Grading, top-soiling, and drainage will
be completed by the first of April,
but the paving will not be done
before next summer.
This is to
allow time for the top-soil to settle.
BITUMINOUS PAVING
The paving will consist of bituminous surface treatment.
The road
■will be curbed and guttered to a
point in .front of the Shop building.
From this point on past the Third
Barracks there will be no curbs
nor gutters.

L. C. Haskell, class '11, vice president in charge of refineries of Wesson Oil and Snowdrift and the Southern Cotton Oil Company, has been
made a director of the company. He
recently attended his first meeting
of the board of directors as a member of that body in New Orleans,
headquarters of the company.
LARGE COMPANY
The Southern Cotton Oil Company
i3 a major business of the South,
with plants located at a number of
points.
Products of the company
have a country-wide distribution,
and are sold as well in foreign
countries.
Haskell graduated from Clemson
in Agriculture and Chemistry. His
home was then Abbeville, S. C, but
he is now located in Savannah.
Keep as much as possible to the
even tenor of your way.
Do not
souander, do not hoard, live your
steady normal life.— Prof. Frank
W. Taussig.

By H. S. Ashmore
This writer was today furnished convincing proof of the
wisdom of following the elementary rules of personal hygiene.
Dr. Milford took us through
the hospital in an effort to
show us, and through us the
corps, the results of unnecessary exposure during this excessively cold weather.
Since Christmas the hospital
has successfully treated over
two hundred cases of influenza,
some of which developed into
pneumonia.
Not a life was
lost.
At present thei-e are
eight cases of pneumonia in the
infirmary; four of them are
convalescent, two are in the
early stages, and two are critical.
Of the eight cases,; six
are the direct results of unnecessary and foolish exposure.
We saw all of them.
The
convalescent
patients
didn't
know thoy had pneumonia;
the doctors thought best not to
tell them. Thin and pale, they
were seeing the first sunlight
they had seen in two weeks.
When we asked one of them
how he felt, he said, "I don't
know." They were pretty well
past feeling, except for a constant knife-like pain in the
chest. And they were the best
of the lot.
They'll be out of
the hospital in a few days.
We went in a room where
the most critical case of ail
lay fighting for breath in an
oxygen ter.t.
His white, unshaven face was drawn with
pain.
He was mercifully unconscious.
Hi» mother sat at
the bedside, her suffering apparent in her anxious eyes.
In another room a thin boy

was propped up on pillows,
his head swathed in towels and
ice-bags, his cheeks and eyes
burning.
He was fully conscious and every breath was agony. His smile was pitiful as
he gasped out a few words to
the visitors.
The effort left
him limp.
The efficiency of the hospital
in caring for the unusual influx of dangerously ill students
is remarkable.
But it is all
so unnecessary. And, working
against tremendous odds, the
doctor can't expect to pull them
all through.
The application of commonsense rules is all the preventative needed, according to Dr.
Milford. Do.v temperatures and
wet weather demand heavy
clothing and plenty, of it.;; Wet
clothing should always be removed as quickly as possible.
Ventilation in sleeping quarters
is required, but drafts should
be avoided.
Over-work and
physical fatigue should be avoided as much as possible.
Prompt medical attention for
colds will check most of them.
The doctor stated that there
will be no quarantine. "This
'flu epidemic is not confined to
Clemson", he said, "but is
spread over the entire South.
The students are not liable to
spread it, nor are they exposed
to any more 'flu here than they
would be elsewhere. If proper
precautions are taken no man
need worry. While the disease
is very contagious, and I would
urge that students avoid congregating in close rooms as
much as possible, there is little
danger if every man looks after
himself properly."

Watson Reports New Two Story
Structure Will be Fnished
By March First
LONG FELT NEED
According to information received from D. J. Watson, Superintendent of buildings, grounds, and
roads at Clemson, the addition to
the Textile Building, which was begun last fall, will be ready for use
by March the first.
IS PWA PROJECT
The two-story, twenty-five by fifty
foot brick structure is being built
at a cost of five thousand dollars.
It is a Public Works Administration project, the labor and part
of the materials being furnished by
•the government, and the;.remainder
of. the materials ;being;.furnished by
the college.
LOWER STORY
The lower story will be under the
direction of M. E. Campbell, superintendent of the government cotton spinning research department
here. Six new employees are being
sent by the government to be associated with Mr. Campbell.
The
work of this department is to test
the spinning qualities of the cotton.
GAGE USES UPPER STORY
The upper story will be used by
Professor Gaston Gage for his classes in cotton grading.
The roof will be of serrated glass
in order to secure northern lighting for the grading of the cotton,
which will be a great improvement
over the former arrangement.
ONE OF TWO STATIONS
Of interest is the fact that tb"
Federal Government maintains oniy
two research stations similar to that
at Clemson.
The other is located
at the Texas A. & M. College.

No-risk offer wins college smokers
to a better pipe tobacco!

Newfangled invention

T

Can you really talk through a wire?" people still asked
when this telephone switchboard went into service
back in 1881. ©.Apparatus was crude—service limited
—but the idea was right. It took hold in spite of
ridicule. Today there are more than 13,000,000 telephones in the Bell System—telephone conversations
average 60,000,000 daily — the service is faster and
clearer than ever. C Telephone growth and improvement will go on. For Bell System men and
women work constantly
toward one goal: enabling
you to talk to anyone, any; d'R'd^.Dod fprtighfi? For
where, anytime.
-ates, call by
numbsr ofi.er,7■ P.M.

It EIX TKLKWIDNE ;:$*STEM

P" ft pipefuls of fra|A I I grant tobacco in
■ I I every 2-ounce tin
W Xj of Prince Albert
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BENGAL BATTLERS TIE TIGER BASKETEERS DOWN V. P. I.,
GATOR PUGILISTS 4-4 V. M. L; LOSE TO POWERFUL W. & L.
Henley Knocks Out Big Six
Jones in Evening's Most
Thrilling Bout
DAWSON ALSO STARS

Once again dire necessity forces us nearly three full basketball teams
to bring up the boxing situation for a present to play the freshmen. Many
scorching. However, at this time we of those high school lads had great
see it in an entirely different light than hopes of seeing a fine school, anf'
one year ago when it came in for such a they did—up to the moment that
pummeling by The Tiger. At that time the cadet stands went wild. An'y
there was no real particular reason for most of all, what about the Florida
broaching the question in the light in boxing team who were our other
which it was mentoned. (If you right- visitors? What kind of an opinion
ly remember you will recall how the do you think those representatives
question of the "fixed fight", so to speak, carried back with them to their
was discussed; but we are determined to hang-out in the Land of Sunshine?
forget that).
True, the snowy weather made quite
This aricle is due to the peculiar a great impression on them, but
situation in which the boxing team that white beauty was soon forhas been thrown because of the con- gotten, we'll venture to say, when
duct of everyone in general at the such a rough and tumble scene came
Florida bouts one week ago tonight. before their eyes.
There were some things which took
It makes no difference in the
place that we think will be best world what kind of a decision is
for everyone concerned to forget given us, if we are true Clemsonor "skip", but there are others that ities and sportsmen we will take it—
are so obvious, or should be to like it or not—and say nothing
grown boys, that we hesitate to about it. Let the referee do what
mention them. Of course, you will he wishes but let the cadets and
probably realize that this article other spectators stay out of the
will not only serve to bring before decisions, and if anything need be
the eyes of the cadet corps how said let the coach of the respective
appalling the mess really is, but it team take the matter on his shoulwill also be read by hundreds of ders, for that is what he is paid for.
outsiders and will probably be in- Let the* referee thumb his nose
terpreted in the incorrect way by at us and then throw the thumb
many. However, we hope not; but ,too, but let's take it; we can do it.
we do hope that the Florida boxing
This is an uncertain period in
will accept our apologies for the Southern athletic circles due to the
action of so many of the cadets. Graham controversy, and should
They were a game bunch and even our institution decide to withdraw
thougu one or two were licked in we will have to present some
a big way, they certainly can take mighty good applications to the othit and come back in for more.
er possible conferences. What group
In reply to anything anyone may like of colleges would like to admit a
to say in regard to the attitude taken by school with a reputation for unfairthe boys at the critical point in the ness to visitors?
match, all we have to offer, and which
Auburn comes here along with
is a gracious plenty, is that there was no Furman on Saturday night foY a
excuse whatsoever for the excess booing double header. Now Auburn is in
cursing,
threat-making,
and other the Southeastern Conference, so
useless actions which were brought into let's do our best to show them all
play that night. Thank goodness there the courtesy possible, and Furman
were only a very few outsiders present as well. It may mean a lot later
due to the weather conditions, but even on. We know that individually we
though absent, it can be safely said act as gentlemen—most of us—but
that nearly everyone of the usual fans { ^ ^ psychology doeg seem t0
that comes to the college for athletic j
^ ^ ^ ^
contests has already heard of the
Read thlB again_then BOe „ you
events by now. But don t thmk of! thos |
^ jf ^ ^ show ^ fey
If you are:
fans, for they pay to see the clashes ot;
the first one who shines
the basketball and boxing teams, but do crowni
think of the visiting teams of that night. on Friday.
—W. K. L.
The Savannah High School had 11
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Men use thought only to justify
their wrong doings, and employ
speech only to conceal their thouS ghts.—Voltaire.
Religion is a psychological experience.—Harry Emerson Fbsdick.
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ir there is not a God, it is necessary for man to create one to give
him something to hold to in time
of stress.—Voltaire.

AND BARRACK

B. F. McLEOD
ALL

Room 816
WORK GUARANTEE!

SEVEN

Coach Bob Jones' mittmen held
the dangerous Florida 'Gators to a
4-4 tie Thursday night in the most
spectacular match of the season in
the college fieldhouse.
HENLEY HERO
Captain Henley, Tiger heavyweight, was the man of the evening,
winning his match by a bloody K.O.
and saving the contest for the home
team in true paladin style. The
Swede's opponent, Big Six Jones,
had never lost a college fight up to
that time, but exactly thirty seconds
after the bell for the second round,
he experienced a new posture change
in the roped-off area, namely with
his back to the canvas.
SUMMARY
Jackie Williams, bantamweight,
(C) decisioned McMullen in a close
tangle; Featherweight Boselli (C)
lost to Echols (F) by another close
decision; Bubber Dawson (C) decisioned Simmons in the lightweight
class; Jones lost to Whitewall (F)
in a thrilling three-round welter
clash; Mac Nathans (C) won over
Farrell in the senior welterweight;
McConneil (C) was defeated by Lidesay in the 169-pound class; and
Brock (F> took the decision from
Roddy Kissam in the light heavyweight.

TIGER TO CONDUCT POLL
ON STUDENT ATTITUDE
TOWARD GRAHAM PLAN
At the request of Coach Neely
the TIGER will conduct a survey within the next few days to
determiae student opinion concerning the Graham Plan recently adopted by the Southern Conference and the possible withdrawal of Clemson from the
conference.
Ballots will be distributed and
it is desired that every man give
an honest opinion.
A review of the Graham Plan
will be round on page three of
this issue.

Presbyterian Pastor
To Lead Discussion
(Continued from page one;
18, "European Alignments"; February 25, "Neutrality"; March 3,
"International Law"; March 10,
"Nationalism vs. Internationalism";
March 17, "Distribution of Raw
Materials"; March 24, "Lobbying";
April 7, "Inflation"; and April 14,
"Labor Unions".
Although the groups are sponsored by the Junior Council and the
Presbyterian organization, attendance on these nights will be admitted
to any cadet or resident of the
campus.
Patronize TIGER Advertisers!

Pennington Shines As Locals
Invade Southern Conference Territory
On an invasion of Southern Conference teams in Virginia last week
the Clemson cagsrs proved their
merit by defeating VPI, VMI, and
holding the powerful Washington
and Lee team to a very close victoryThe keen scoring eye of
Pennington was a large factor in
the success of the Clemson offense.
SOPHS SHINE
In the opening game of the Virginia tour defeating VPI 46 to 32,
Clemson took complete command of
the court, scoring at will, and with
every member of the squad getting
to play. The unusual development
of Kitchens and Cheves, sophomore
proteges, has solved the .problem of
filling positions left vacant by graduation. Their floor work with the
scoring of Pennington featured the
games.
The perfected scoring machine of
Washington and Lee was held in
check and resulted in a close win
for W&L, the score being Clemson
26, W&L 34. Bryce, by determined, brilliant floor play held the famous Spessard, W&L ace, to 9
points for the entire game.
LOCALS DOWN VMI
The starting whistle on the following evening found both VMI and
Clemson a bit unsettled, however
the Tigers soon settled down to
their usual steady game keeping a
lead throughout the fray that was
never endangered by VMI.
The
game ended Clemson 43, VMI 36.
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St, Valentine s Day
SEE OUR LARGE SELECTION OF

VALENTINE CANDY

t

Beautiful Heart-Shaped Boxes from 66c. to $3.30
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We wrap and mail it for you. Come in and
select yours while our Assortment is complete.
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VALENTINE CARDS-From lc to 50c
For Sweetheart—Mother—or the Family
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HOKE SLOAN
Has the latest in Tuxedo Equipment
Manhattan and Arrow Collar-Attached Tuxedo Shirts
Hickok Suspenders and Swank Studs and Cuff Links

Gents Furnishing of the Better Class
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P. S. McCOLLUM, President
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The Official College Book and Supply Store
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YMCA EXECUTIVES AND STUDENT OFFICERS Morrow Is Speaker KEW TRUSTEE NAMED; *Y Representatives .
At Vesper Services
On Extended Trip
TO MEET FOR APRIL COLLEGE CONFERENCE
TWO AREREAPPOINTED
Gathering of State Student Rep- organization, such prominent speakers as Messrs. Lee Sheppard, R. G.
resentatives to Be Held at
Bell, J. O. Smith, formerly of ClemCamp Barstow on
son, and others will be heard during
April 24-26
CURETON

PRESIDENT

Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, General
Secretary, and J. Roy Cooper, Associate Secretary of the local YMCA
organization accompanied by the
members of the Y Cabinet will attend the YM and YW officers' and
cabinet training conference at Camp
Barstow, near Columbia the latter
part of April.
CURETON IS PRESIDENT
Roy W. Cureton of Greenville is
president of the State College Conference for this year.
Other officers and members of the organization are from Winthrop, Carolina,
Citadel, Converse, Presbyterian College, and other state colleges.
CAMP OPENS APRIL 24
The three-day conference period
•begins the afternoon of April 24 and
goes through Sunday, April 26. Other than the regular business of the

the convention.
SUNDAY'S PROGRAM
Other than the regular scheduled
routine of progress, the Sunday
morning program will consist of a
lengthy discussion on "Some of the
Things that will be included in a
well-rounded program for a YM and
and YW secretaries of the state
YW's association." Mr. Paul Derring assisted by the YM and YW
secretaries of the state will be in
charge of this discussion.
Shun snobbery; do not feel superior to persons who have not
attended college.—Dean Hawkes of
Columbia.
Students at Martha Berry College
in Georgia may dance only waltzes
ant1 iiiadr'lles, have dates of only
an hour and a half on Sunday, may
not have radios in their rooms nor
enter into competitive athletics with
other colleges.

Duke Medical Student AddressHoltzy, Cooper, and Ten Stu(Continued Horn page one)
es Student Body as Repredents to Visit High Schools
sentative of Student Voland Colleges of Alabama
and developer of Douthit corn, a
unteer Movement
widely used breed.
Last Sunday night at the regular
Sunday afternoon Vesper Services
Mr. Rufus Morrow, a graduate of
Davidson College and now a medical
student at Duke University, was the
principal speaker. Mr. Morrow is
one of the ten traveling secretaries
of the Student Volunteer Movement
in the United States.
Mr. Morrow spoke on the work
being done by the medical missionaries in foreign countries as well
as in this country. He is a son of
a missionary in Mexico and is now
studying to enter the same field of
work, as a Presbyterian missionary
to Mexico.
"While on the campus Mr. Morrow gave several talks to groups
of students including the YMCA
cabinet, the freshman council, and
several forum meetings on the company halls. He left Clemson Wednesday morning for Duke to resume
his studies.

Mr. Barnett is a prominent Columbia lawyer and is a member of
the City Council.
He has been
president of the national alumni
association for the past two years
and is one of Clemson's staunchest
supporters.
He graduated from
Clemson in 1910.
F. E. Cope, '05, is one of the
outstanding plantation-owners of the
lower section of the state. Mr. Cope
has proved nimself a loyal supporter of the college during his previous term of office.
In. commenting on the recent elections, Dr. E. W. Sikes, college
president, expressed himself as very
highly pleased. "All three of these
men will work for the benefit of
Clemson", he said.
"Mr. Douthit
is a particularly outstanding graduate of the college, and I am
very happy to welcome him as a
new member of the hoard of trustees."

Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, J. Roy
Cooper and a group of Clemson
students leave early tomorrow for
an extended tour of Alabama where
they will give numerous musical
programs and talks to high schools
and colleges, churches, and meetings
with YMCA Cabinets at Auburn and
the University of Alabama.
SIX-DAY TOUR OP STATE
The group will leave Clemson tomorrow morning and will be traveling over the states of Georgia and
Alabama for six days before returning to Clemson next Wednesday
afternoon.

LARGE GROUP MAKES TRIP
Others making the trip besides
the officials of the local YMCA
will be Roy W. Cureton, in charge
of the programs, and E. D. Wells,
Lake Terrell, S. S. Medlin, C. R.
Vaughan, T. R. Bainbridge, E. W.
Sheppard, W. M. Simpson, J. R..
Martin, and Arthur Speer.
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FIRST—ripened in the sunshine...
and picked leaf by leaf from the right
part of the stalk when fully ripe.

Picking leaf tobacco in the
"Bright" tobacco fields of
Virginia and ihe Carolinas.

THEN—each day's picking cured
right by the farmer ... at the right
time and in the right way ... no
"splotching"or brittleness, but every
leaf of good color and flavor.
FINALLY—bought in the open
market...re-dried for storage...then
packed in wooden hogsheads to age
and mellow for two years or more until free from harshness and bitterness.

That's what we mean by mild, ripe
tobacco. And that's the kind of tobacco we use to give Chesterfields
their milder, better taste.
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Hogsheads of leaf tobacco
"ageing ' for two years in
,y
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.. for mildness
foe better tast

storage warehouses. '
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